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NATURAL DISASTER MANAGEMENT IN ISLAND ENVIRONMENT
Christiana Kalogirou
Secretary-General of Aegean and Isalnds Policy
(E-mail: genikos@ypai.gr)

ABSTRACT
Civil Protection and dealing with natural disasters in the islands is a particular task because it is
completely different from that in the mainland and as that we need to approach it. Civil Protection
and Insularity.
We all know that 'insularity' - as a term - involves an inherent weakness resulting from the
particular geomorphologic features of the islands. The target here is to make INSULARITY be a
distinctive area for practicing and coordinating specific national and European policies to respond
to natural disasters.
Climate change combined with the microclimate and the particular typology of each particular
island set not only new but also special conditions in the field of prevention and response to
natural disasters and impact recovery. The island environment defines not only the specific area
but also the means - needs in material and resources - that contribute to the acute response to
natural disasters, especially during catastrophic stage.
A second level of approach concerns the intra-regional specificities of the island area. On Corfu
the approach to the whole issue of Civil Protection is reflected in the differentiated features to
that of other islands like Kefalonia, Lefkada, Zakynthos, Meganisi.
At planning level, it is crucial to determine the typology, namely the particular characteristics of
each of the islands, as well as recording and analytically identifying island resilience and
capabilities. And of course all this is true at the level of risk identification and mapping. For
example, Santorini and Naxos are completely different in terms of risk, although they are located
in the same island complex and belong in the same Prefecture. The same applies to drill planning
to be performed at the level of prevention, preparedness and response.
The complexity of the features, the seasonality in relation to the population, the specific
conditions of accessibility are some of the elements that determine the need for a distinct and
specialized approach.
Keywords: civil protection, insularity, natural disasters
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MANAGEMENT OF CIVIL PROTECTION EMERGENCIES: CASE OF FOREST
FIRE OF KERI – AGALAS L.C., ZAKYNTHOS, PROCEDURE OF EVACUATION
OF HOTEL UNIT AND KERI L.C.
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Maria Mouzaki1, Georgios Stasinopoulos2
Head of Civil Protection Department of Zakynthos Regional Unit
(E-mail: moyzakhm@gmail.com)
2
Vice-Governor of Zakynthos
(E-mail: stasinopoulos@pin.gov.gr)

ABSTRACT
With the arising of the Emergency Incident (i.e. fire, flood, earthquake, immigrants) the members
of Civil Protection we are called to proceed to actions of confirmation and definition of its extent
and to contribute the local authorities in their work (i.e.water tanks, machines for road opening
and fire areas, hosting /feeding of refugees).
In the last fire of September 2019, the 2nd most disastrous in Greece, (photo. 1), with surface
8.158 decares there was the necessity of preventive removal of residents and visitors from the
threatened areas.During the handling of the incident the most significant problems that were
handled was the Timely information of the residents, the Refusal of residents to depart and the
one escape way. The advantageswere the very good coordination of the Civil Protection services
and the forces of Fire Department – Port Authority –Police, volunteers and citizens.
After our experience in the service of Civil Protection of the Regional Unit of Zakynthos there have
been proved as essential the following actions:


Redefinition of the distribution of funds to preventiveand boosting measures of the Local
Administration and the volunteer teams



Need of equipment of Civil Protection officers (cars, satellite phones, clothing etc.)



Update of legislative framework. It is indicativelymentioned: a) definition of duties, who
has the responsibility of feeding and rest of the persons involved, fuel and consumables
during the handling of the emergency incident, b) voluntary or compulsory removal of
residents from the incident area



Critical need of training /informationof officers /coordinating body/ persons involved(i.e.
Presidents of Local Communities, Deputy Mayors, volunteer teams). It is
indicativelymentioned the difficulty of comprehension/communication between the
persons involved in terminologies and practices, as they do not have a common action
field.

Keywords: emergrncy, Ionian Islands, Zakynthos, forest fire, evacuation
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A DIGITAL RADIO NETWORK OF DMR TRUNKED TECHNOLOGY FOR ALL
PUBLIC SAFETY SERVICES: A USECASE IN CORFU ISLAND
1
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Telecommunication Engineers, Department of Wireless and Wired Communication,Communications and
e-Goverment Division, Hellenic Fireservice, Athens, 18346, Greece.
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ABSTRACT
Mission critical communications are the communications systems that are used by Public Safety
Services in the field operations to support the mobility of the first responders. Professional Mobile
Radios (PMR) are successful systems used for critical communications during the last years.
Among the available PMR solutions that exist on the market the DMR Tire III standard also known
as DMR trunked technology, seems to be an attractive solution for the Public Safety Services. DMR
Tire III is a professional standard defined by ETSI organization, constitutes a cost efficient solution
and also fulfills the demands of all critical services such as (fire brigade, police, health emergency,
coast guard and other municipal services). A complete system like trunked DMR is capable of
replacing the old separate analog systems, which are now used, into one which will keep the
privacy of each service and the easy collaboration on the same time. This paper work illustrates a
possible design of a DMR trunked radio network for all Public Services for the Corfu Island taking
into account the different demands of each one. Moreover, in our scenario we design the core
network by using an accurate network planning tool Radio Mobile using VHF frequency band. The
radio coverage and the capacity of such technology are calculated to estimate the total cost of
such DMR trunked system for the Corfu Island.
Keywords: Public Safety, Critical Communications, Digital Mobile Radio, Network planning , Radio coverage.
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SEISMICITY MONITORING IN IONIAN ISLANDS
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ABSTRACT
The Central Ionian Islands area, including Kefalonia and Lefkada Islands, has been recognized
as one of the most active zones in the Aegean and its surroundings. The 2003 Mw6.2 Lefkada
earthquake has motivated the installation of a dense local seismological network which was
progressively improved and is permanent nowadays. This permitted the manual picking and
location of more than 3900 events with magnitudes of ≥ 0.3 from June 2018 until the end of
June 2019. A noteworthy seismic excitation is observed during that period, which is processed
through relocation of seismicity and statistical analysis of its aftershock sequence in order to get
information regarding the geometric and kinematic properties of the activated structures.
Keywords: Microseismicity, Ionian Islands
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ABSTRACT
One of the biggest problems encountered in geophysical surveys is the correct selection of the
first arrival times of seismic waves and then the creation of the best linear digression for the
creation of the curves, whose slopes provide us with useful information about seismic wave
propagation velocities, (Boore, 2006) (Grandjean, 2005). Current publication presents an
automatic way of selecting the best travel time curves which minimizes the analysis time of the
experimental data. The thickness of each layer is automatically calculated in accordance with the
theory of seismic refracted rays and also the application provides the possibility of quickly
estimating the geological composition of the subsoil for relatively shallow depths. (Sawasdee
Yordkayhun C. J., 2007) (Hans D. Ackermann, 1986) (Whiteley, 2004) (Philip Kearey, 2013).
Reference is also made to this applications extension in respect of early warning of a potential
upcoming landslide when water saturation exceeds a specific threshold. (Yoichi Okura, 2002)
(Boylan, Jennings, & Long, 2008) (Brönnimann, 2011)..
Keywords: Seismic Survey, Geophysical Surveys, Low Cost Sensors, Algorithm, Water Saturation, Travel –
Time Curves, Seismic Velocities
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ABSTRACT
The identification of the earthquake environmental effects by using various methods has
become significant in recent years due to the fact that among others it serves as a valuable tool
for revealing and highlighting sites of significant earthquake-related hazards. In the frame of the
project entitled "Tilemachos - Innovative Operational Seismic Risk Management System of the
Ionian Islands" included in the Priority Axis "Environmental Protection and Sustainable
Development" of the Operational Programme “Ionian Islands 2014-2020”, the landslide,
liquefaction and tsunami hazards in the Ionian Islands are analyzed and assessed by combining
different methods. Landslide, liquefaction and tsunami inventories for all Ionian Islands were
initially created. Along with the inventories, different thematic maps were used and combined in
order to test the earthquake-induced landslide and liquefaction susceptibility and the tsunami
hazard of the Ionian Islands. The main result is the identification of sites of significant
earthquake-related hazards in the Ionian Islands. This study and its results could constitute a
basic guide for the future urban design and planning and the sustainable local development
since all scientists and agencies competent to the prevention and management of natural
disasters can be informed and guided.
Keywords: earthquake environmental effects, hazard assessment, susceptibility assessment, Ionian
Islands,
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ABSTRACT
This paper is focused in a compact and relatively design and implementation of a low cost open
source hardware and software system that can detect seismicity and micro seismicity action of
earth moving ground. The Instrument has been already installed in an area of interest and is
sending data to our database from the day of installed since today, thus an amount of data for
more than 180 days. The received signals come to the instrument from an accelerometer and a
geophone in real time by using the time stamp data from a real time clock circuit. The data stored
internally to the instrument and also transmitted over internet to a database server every five
minutes to inform us for any upcoming event.
Keywords: low cost systems , sensors , accelerometer , geophone , seismicity , micro seismicity
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ABSTRACT
Although Corfu Island is not considered one of the highest landslides susceptibility areas of
Greece, up-to-date information reveals a long history of landslides, affecting both residential
areas and infrastructure. The Hellenic Survey of Geology and Mineral Exploration (HSGME) has
digitized existing landslide data from past reports have been conducted by the Survey (under any
successive name) over the last 60 years in Corfu. It should be noted that updated data include
only records of landslides examined by HSGME (former IGME) during this period and not any
event, possibly not affecting the human environment. Historic archives constitute a valuable
information source of delineating the landslide susceptibility to a given area. Along with landslide
locations, the database contains information on the timing of landslide events, the type of
landslide, the triggering factor, volume and area data, and impacts for each landslide, when this
information is available. Database information is being evaluated by field reconnaissance survey,
to prepare accurate and reliable inventory and landslide susceptibility maps of the island, which
is the basic tool for managing a sustainable hazard and risk mitigation programs in landslide prone
areas.
Keywords: Corfu, landslides, Database, hazard, assessment
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ABSTRACT
The “blocks” for future oil drilling in the sea have been demarcated in the Ionian Sea, to the west
of Corfu. The same area is crossed by international shipping routes. An oil spill in this marine area
is likely to occur.
In this case, the question is what are the possible impacts on the maritime and coastal area, that
is to say, on the west coast of the Corfu and the Diapontia Islands (Mathraki, Othoni, Erikousa).
Furthermore, how can the local authorities be adequately prepared to handle such a problem.
It should be noted that the whole coastline hosts tourist activities, and so is its western part.
This thesis includes the following sections:
1. Analysis of the possible trajectories of potential oil spills, taking into account elements such as
winds and sea-currents in the area during the summer tourist season.
The GNOME software of the NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration)- USA was
used for this purpose.
2. An estimation was made as for those parts of the western coastline of Corfu which are more
at risk in the case of an oil spill spreading, so that the efforts of local authorities are focused there.
The TAP software (Trajectory Analysis Planner) of the NOAA was used for this purpose.
3. An “Environmental Sensitivity Index Map” of the western coastline featuring the biological
resources (flora and fauna), the human activities (tourism, recreation areas, ports etc.) and the
typology of the coastline in relation to the oil (based on international classification standards and
bibliography) was created on the appropriate scale.
Based on points 1,2,3, the environmental and other resources and parts of the western coastline
which are at risk in the case of a possible oil spill can be estimated.
4.Outline of the content of a Contingency Plan to address the risk of a marine oil spill.
Keywords: Corfu, pollution, oil spill, drilling, hazard
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL RECORDS OF EARTHQUAKES:
BUTRINT (SW ALBANIA) AND THE NORTH CORFU ACTIVE FAULT AS A CASE
STUDΥ
Spyros Pavlides
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, School of Geology, 54124 Greece,
Pavlides@geo.auth.gr

ABSTRACT
In this review paper a possible seismic destruction occurred in the archaeological site of Butrinti
(SE Albania) and the neotectonic fault pattern of the area, as well as the northern Corfu Island
main active fault are presented. The catastrophes of the Theatre of Butrinti and the surrounding
monuments dated earlier to the 4th century AD should be attributed to the seismic activity
triggered by the reactivation of these faults during Roman time (imperial period 358 AD). A second
seismic event affecting early Byzantine monuments is also probable (12th century AD).
Keywords: Archeoseismicity, Epirus, Pantokrator limestone, Seismic hazard.
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ABSTRACT
A large part of Corfu consists of formations that incorporate gypsum, a mineral that suffers from
high rates of dissolution, creating surface and underground cavities, that can lead to ground
failures. The type of gypsum formation, bedded (mainly of Messinian age), domes or as bodies,
fragments and cementing material in Triassic conglomerate formations, control the size and shape
of ground failure. Consequences from ground failures could be serious; life or property loss,
structural damages of buildings or infrastructure, underground water pollution. HSGME (former
IGME) presents a case study of a sinkhole in Temploni area in an attempt to raise awareness of
local authorities and citizens about the problem of sinkholes.
Keywords: sinkholes, Corfu, Gypsum, citizens’ awareness.
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the installation of a low-cost landslide monitoring system using MEMS
(Microelectromechanical System) acceleration sensors, the possibility of using it as an early
warning system, as well as retrieved first results obtained by its installation and usage on the field.
New approach for landslide monitoring is likely to be of wide applicability to areas characterized
by complex ground displacements. A significant interest of international research is therefore to
deeply comprehend potential landslide triggering factors, through deployment of early warning
systems. Moreover, there is a need for a low cost, fast and accurate way of landslide monitoring,
based on the technological advances of recent years. The implementation of such a technique is
the main objective of this proposal, aiming to exploit the innovative features of Internet of Things
(IoT) on using low cost sensors, while dealing with landslide impacts.
Keywords: landslide monitoring, earthquake induced landslides, rain induced landslides, low cost sensors,
early warning system
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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the impact of low cost tools in emergency planning and disaster risk
management in general, with an emphasis on gathering large scale information on-site at a real
time basis.
In our research project, the main objective is the development of an operational platform that is
based on an extensive network for data collection, using sensors in multiple locations, that creates
the preconditions for an ameliorated observation of extended geographical areas, faster data
extraction, on-time intervention and better coordination of all operational resources.
An overview of the evolution of disaster management tools will take place where emphasis shall
be put on the cost- effectiveness of such tools.
The research question is about how a low cost system covering a large geographical area will
actually influence the existing emergency operational planning.
Keywords: disaster management, emergency planning, low cost system, sensors, remote sensing
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OF THE IONIAN ISLANDS. DIFFICULTIES AND PERSPECTIVE
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ABSTRACT
The concept of Civil Protection as a comprehensive risk management and management is a
relatively recent institutionalized public policy in our country. Many steps forward have been
made and there is still much to be done.
Our legislative framework foresees important responsibilities for Civil Protection, but their
implementation faces several obstacles.
New technologies developed today can greatly contribute to the work of Civil Protection.
The Ionian Islands Region, an island region with tourist growth, is facing a series of natural
catastrophic events such as fires, earthquakes, floods, landslides.
New technologies will make a significant contribution to managing these events.
The Ionian Islands Region implements two innovative programs, the TELEMACHOS" and
"LAERTIS», which include all the natural hazards mentioned above.
However, the difficulties that the Civil Protection Department must face are, inter alia, the
incorporation of new technologies into its daily operations.
Keywords: Region of Ionian Islands, civil protection, new technologies.
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THE FOREST FIRES IN WILDLAND-URBAN INTERFACE AREAS. ESTIMATION
OF THE RISK.
CASE STUDY: “ISLAND OF CORFU"
Nikolaos Kolovos,
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ABSTRACT
The present paper deals with a major issue that has been of concern to the international
community, namely forest fires in forest-urban interface zones. Wildfires in these areas can result
in natural disasters as they occur in anthropogenic environments, with both infrastructure and
human losses. Greece is one of the most afflicted Mediterranean countries and as a country with
many islands has special features, and there are sensitive areas in the fires due to vegetation such
as Corfu. The vulnerability of the island is high, as there is a homogeneous distribution of the
settlements throughout. Prevention in combination with pre-firefighting are the main means that
can prevent a disaster on the island. The presented method enables to fully understand the
vulnerability of a house or a whole settlement to fire and specific measures and means are
presented.
Keywords: Wildland-Urban Interface Area, Highly Risk Period, Mega-fires, Focused Firefighting
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THE WORLD TSUNAMI AWARENESS DAY/UNISDR:
AN OVERVIEW AND THE CASE OF GREECE
Gerassimos A. Papadopoulos
Chair, North East Atlantic & Mediterranean Tsunami Warning System, IOC/UNESCO
(E-mail: gerassimospapadopoulos2@gmail.com)

ABSTRACT
In December 2015, the UN General Assembly designated 5 November as World Tsunami
Awareness Day (WTAD). Since then a variety of relevant activities take place every year around
the globe and particularly in the tsunami-prone communities. This presentation aims to provide
an overview summarizing the achievements of the WTAD initiatiave at the global scale as well as
in Greece.
Keywords: Tsunami risk, tsunami awareness, tsunami risk reduction
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the Tsunami Ready initiative is to promote the resilience of coastal communities
exposed to tsunami risk through better planning and education. It was introduced in the US in
2001 as a voluntary community recognition program for the evaluation of coastal communities
recognised as "TsunamiReady®". The evaluation is based on specific guidelines regarding
preparedness, mitigation and response to tsunami risk. Specifically, communities need to have a
plan for tsunami risk, to have hazard and evacuation maps, to provide tsunami signage in the area
indicating safe areas that can be reached through the appropriate escape routes, to carry out
systematic training activities and drills and to have developed early warning systems.
"TsunamiReady®" provided the basis for "International Tsunami Ready", implemented in other
tsunami prone areas worldwide, with the support of UNESCO.
Although catastrophic tsunamis in Greece are rare, historical records and geological surveys have
shown that tsunami risk is significant in several coastal areas. Thus, the cities of Rhodes and Kos
were chosen as areas where the implementation of Tsunami Ready could be investigated, because
of the high seismicity in the region that in some cases lead to a tsunami generation, and in
addition, due to several tsunami mitigation activities that are ongoing. Evaluation of the current
situation according to the "International Tsunami Ready" guidelines shows that neither of the two
regions meets all the requirements . However, specific objectives for a successful integrated risk
management operation have been identified. Finally, starting from a bottom-up approach it is
possible to identify the needs and objectives to be set for emergency planning at national level,
as planning for a risk is a matter of national policy.
Keywords: Tsunami Ready, tsunami risk mitigation, tsunami hazard, Rhodes Island, Kos Island
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ABSTRACT
The west coast of Naxos Isl. was hit in 1956 by the Amorgos tsunami. This study aims to: a)
determine the impact of a potential tsunami similar to the one that occurred in 1956, based on
the island's contemporary residential and tourist development, and b) explore whether the
natural geomorphs (sand dunes) in the 3 study areas (Glyfada, Agios Prokopios, Chora of Naxos)
can reduce the tsunami risk.
Risk assessment was based on processing field data (differential GPS) and satellite images with
GIS software. Furthermore, the dunes potential risk reduction has been evaluated.
Results show that taller sand dunes and vegetation provides better tsunami protection to the
coast of Glyfada, than the one of Agios Prokopios. Uncontrolled tourism development without
any sand dunes protection measures undermine their development and, consequently, increases
the tsunami risk.
Keywords: Tsunami, Hazards, Naxos, Sand dunes, ITIS2012
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MONITORING CLIMATE CHANGE INDUCED COASTAL EROSION IN THE
REGION OF CENTRAL MACEDONIA WITH SATELLITE AND IN-SITU DATA
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ABSTRACT
The coastal zone is a distinct geomorphological unit and functions as a complex and fragile system
of natural and anthropogenic variables, requiring special treatment. Adaptation to the impacts of
climate change on coastal areas is one of the key objectives of the European and therefore
National Policy. Along the Greek coastal areas, the main danger, both for the natural and the
anthropogenic environment, stems from erosion. In the Region of Central Macedonia, significant
problems have already been reported throughout the coastline (particularly in the Thermaikos
Gulf and Halkidiki) so that coastal monitoring and protection is imperative. Addressing the
phenomenon of coastal erosion, both in the present and with a view in the future, requires the
simulation of the phenomenon with the help of empirical and detailed morphodynamic models.
With that in mind, the main focus of this work targets the developemtn of a Geographic
Information System for the management of both remotely sensed, from satellites, and in-situ data
towards the identification, monitoring and compating of erosion problems in the coastal zone of
the Region of Central Macedonia. It also covers the developemtn of analytical methodologies and
tools for coastal zone erosion processes that will use GIS spatial data to model the phenomenon
in selected areas of interest. Within that frame, the overall methodological scheme is presented
along with the general architecture of the information system. Moreover, the exploitation plan of
satellite data is outlined signaling the benefits and shortcomings of recent Sentinel1/2 data for
monitoring erosion in the coastal zone of Northern Greece. Finally, the expected results of the
work are presented with main emphasis on monitoing climate change induced problems in coastal
areas, the synergy and benefits of geoinformation technologies and satellite data, and the
possible combating measures that can be utilized.
Keywords: climate change, erosion, coastal areas, remote sensing, monitoring
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM SMALL AND LARGE SCALE TESTS FOR AN
EARLY DETECTION SYSTEM OF WILDFIRES IN STROFYLIA FOREST
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, preliminary results of small and large scale experiments of an early wildfire detection
system under development (THEASIS system) for the Strofylia forrest are presented. The THEASIS
system was developed by integrating UAVs, a stationary vision system and a ground station with
various software modules. In this paper, the small and large scale experiments and their
corresponding results concerning the smoke detection and the coordinate extraction of the fire
location algorithms, as well as range tests of the UAV in the Strofylia forest are presented. The
smoke detection method was successfully tested with controlled fires up to 500 m. The coordinate
extraction algorithm tested up to 2000 m with a maximum error of 10%. Finally, the minimum
flight altitude (35 m) and the maximum distance (4500 m) covered bythe UAV in the Stofylia forest
was determined. The preliminary results are promising towards the development of a system for
early detection of wildfires.
Keywords: Early detection, wildfires, UAV, smoke detection.
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COPERNICUS EMERGENCY RAPID MAPPING:
ACTIVATIONS IN GREECE 2019
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ABSTRACT
The Copernicus Emergency Management Service (CEMS) is one of the six core services of the
European Union’s Earth observation programme Copernicus. CEMS has three main components:
1) the European Flood Awareness System (EFAS), 2) the European Forest Fire Information System
(EFFIS) and 3) the on-demand Mapping services. Rapid Mapping (hereafter RM) is one of the two
on-demand Mapping services, available 24/7/365, which provides for selected areas of interest
free and open access to geospatial datasets (maps and layers) for emergencies that require an
immediate response thus it provides fast delivery of products (typically within 24-48h after the
request). In order to meet the time constraints in emergency situations the workflow and
products are highly standardised. Geospatial datasets are derived from image data, which are
made available through the Copernicus Space Component Data Access System. Information
transparency and standardisation is key for making RM products easy to use, integrate and share
among non-expert groups and responding agencies.
There are three main products (commonly referred as maps):
 Reference map: is usually based on a pre-event image and consists of selected
topographic features of the area affected by the disaster, in particular exposed assets
and other available information.
 First estimate (FEP): is a fast impact assessment based on a post-event image.
 Delineation map: is based on a post-event image and provides an assessment of the
event’s extent.
 Grading map: is based on a post-event image and provides an assessment of the
damage grade and its spatial distribution.
The goal of this work is to present the general procedure of the Copernicus Emergency
Management Service (CEMS), the main products as well as various activations realized in Greece
during 2019.
Keywords: Rapid Mapping, CEMS, Copernicus, emergency, response
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The ArcGIS platform as a useful tool for civil protection
Anastasia Mavridaki
Marathon Data.

ABSTRACT
With location intelligence from the Esri Geospatial Cloud, you 'll gain a deeper understanding of
where to focus your efforts to prevent, protect against, and mitigate the effects of the complex
threats and hazards found in your community. Armed with data-driven insights, you can better
respond to and recover from the threats that pose the greatest risk to keeping your community
safe—all in real time.
ArcGIS securely integrates data from Internet of Things (IoT) sensors, business systems, and your
partners using the common language of location. Visualize and analyze this data to uncover
hidden vulnerabilities and patterns that help you prioritize efforts that can increase the safety and
security of your community.
ArcGIS provides a global geospatial infrastructure supporting secure information sharing and
collaboration. Create, share, and modify your plans in a collaborative way with partners to reduce
redundancy and ensure coverage. Then, engage the public on key initiatives to increase your
resilience.
With your plan in place, monitor the situation and make adjustments in real time. ArcGIS provides
ready-to-use, live data and integrates sensor data to enhance your situational awareness.
Combined with real-time resource and asset tracking with ArcGIS, you have all the information
you need to anticipate your next move.
Keywords: ArcGIS, GIS, civil protection
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ABSTRACT
In this study, the level of public awareness and information and training on natural and
technological disasters in Greece is examined as well as the challenges that arise in the new era.
The study includes literature review and field research. A special research instrument
(questionnaire) was formed for the purpose of conducting the field research. The field research
and the literature review indicate the factors that contribute to the public awareness on natural
and chemical disasters (previous experience of a disaster, general knowledge, house location etc).
They also indicate low level of public information concerning issues of prevention and guidance
for self-protection. The level of the training on related issues is even lower. A very small
percentage of the respondents have participated in a regional evacuation drill. The subjective
assessment of the respondents concerning the level of preparedness in case of natural and
technological disasters shows that the majority believes that it is “not at all” or “little” prepared.
A high percentage of the respondents consider that being informed through new technologies is
important.
Keywords: Public awaireness, public information, emergency response, civil protection
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INTERRELATION BETWEEN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY LEADING
AND LAGGING INDICATORS IN GREEK MINING INDUSTRY.
AN EMPIRICAL STUDY
Th. Vlachos
Assistant Director, Central Support of Mines Department, PPC S.A, Greece,
(E-mail: t.vlachos@dei.com.gr)

ABSTRACT
Mining industry, as any other industry, relies on indicators to measure health & safety
performance. Organizations typically measure performance to determine whether objectives or
targets are being met as well as the effectiveness of the implemented health & safety
management system or program. In order to do so they involve either outcome measures (lagging
indicators) and process indicators (leading indicators) of performance. Lagging or outcomes
indicators have been used for some time in the mining industry to track when damage, injury or
harm has occurred, in an attempt to introduce measures that will prevent future harm. Leading
or activities indicators measure the direct and indirect precursors to harm, and give advance
warning before an event occurs that might lead to an undesired outcome, providing an
opportunity for preventative action to be taken. General models for measuring occupational
health & safety performance using lagging and leading indicators have been developed
worldwide. The longitudinal measurement of leading and lagging indicators will also provide a
more robust understanding of the relationship between leading and lagging indicators which is
often not known. Conducted researches demonstrated that positive performance indicators
(leading indicators) are very well correlated with the rate of accidents at work (lagging indicators).
Keywords: leading indicators, lagging indicators, mining, trend, health & safety
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U-Geohaz PROJECT,
GEOHAZARD IMPACT ASSESSMENT FOR URBAN AREAS
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ABSTRACT
U-Geohaz (Geohazard impact assessment for urban areas) is a two years’ project that is focused
on monitoring geohazard-associated ground deformations, a key prevention action that will be
specifically addressed to urban areas and critical infrastructures. The project will propose a
procedure to produce maps to assess continuously the potential impact of geohazard activity.
These maps will provide essential inputs to support early warning, giving information on the
stability of the monitored areas and to evaluate the expected damage. In particular, the project
will provide tools to support early warning (EW) systems for landslides and rock-falls, and an EW
system for volcanic geohazard. The main output of the project will be the development of new
products for multi-geohazard prevention purposes and the validation of its potentialities by
implementing their use in the involved Civil Protection Authorities (CPAs). It is a project co-funded
by the European Commission, Directorate-General Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection (ECHO),
under the call UCPM-2017-PP-AG - Prevention and preparedness in civil protection and marine
pollution (UCPM-2017-PP-AG – 783169 U-Geohaz).
Keywords: Geohazards, monitoring, Sentinel 1.
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ANALYSIS OF BLEVE SCENARIO IN THE LPG TANK:
A CASE STUDY AT THE KAMENA VOURLA INCIDENT
Michail Chalaris
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(Greece)
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ABSTRACT
This paper studies the Consequence Analysis and the PROBIT Method over a BLEVE scenario. The
procedures of analysis are included in design standards - safety codes and represent guidance to
comply with the regulations on the control of major hazards in the USA and in the European Union
(EU). A specific case study at the Greek Southern territory has been analyzed which corresponds
to the Kamena Vourla LPG incident. At Kamena Vourla the BLEVE scenario took place on a tank
truck filled 85% with 18 tons of LPG which is very close to 40000 liters. The results and conclusions
are reported at this study.
Keywords: LPG, BLEVE, Risk, Consequence Analysis, PROBIT Method.
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ABSTRACT
Effective and efficient disaster management calls for cooperation among public
authorities, private entities, civil society actors, local communities and international
organizations. European Commission (DG ECHO) financed ALTER project (2018 – 2020),
to formulate private – public sectors partnership for disaster risk reduction in Armenia.
The aim is to increase resilience in rural areas of Armenia that face floods risks originating
in dams’ failure due to earthquakes. Such broad alliances established upon transfer of
good practices, methods, tools, knowhow and experience from Union Civil Protection
Mechanism countries to Armenian government and key stakeholders. Assessment of
current situation and future perspectives led to Joint preparatory work of EU and
Armenian partners with private sector, foreign and Armenian companies that manage the
hydro and tailing dams.
In close cooperation with Ministry of Emergencies, three table-top, followed by three on
field exercises took place, coupled with training activities for local stakeholders and
communities. During exercises regional and local emergency plans were tested, together
with best practices and lessons learned from other projects and initiatives such as the
PPRD East II European Commission initiative for risk reduction in South Caucasus. All
efforts capitalized on Armenian and international initiatives and projects’ results as well
as on work done by private companies to comply with international standards of safety
and security. The agreements signed between public and private sector on disaster risk
reduction, can become a cooperation model for the whole area of Caucasus and beyond,
for major risks. Remaining ALTER activities focus on capacity building of local
communities, regional / local operational authorities, and key stakeholders to build longterm fruitful cooperation.
Keywords: Disaster Risk Reduction, Dams’ Failure, Floods, Public Private sectors partnership
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ABSTRACT
The landscape of vulnerability and risk is changing in times of economic crisis. New risks emerge
and previous risks reappear. Equally important, risk perception and acceptability change. Real and
fictional risks create the framework in which adaptation efforts of individuals, social groups, and
the society at large unfold, which in turn shapes risk geography. Urgency prevails over a long term
outlook and individual reactions over collective efforts. Besides, perception of risks associated
with natural hazards fades against socio-economic risks. In the crisis milieu and in conditions of
uncertainty, emergency management prevails in adaptation efforts; priorities relating with issues
that are believed to have no immediate impact such as climate change, risk prevention and
mitigation, retreat in the agenda of individual and social strategies, and so do long-term disaster
risk reduction policies.
The paper discusses risk and disaster management in the economic crisis era. More specifically,
first it presents conceptual approaches to disaster, crisis and risk, then explores the new
landscape of risks and disaster in an environment of economic crisis, and identifies changes in
policies, strategies and management approaches. Finally, it announces the volume
“Contemporary issues on natural and manmade disasters: The new agenda of crisis” edited by the
authors, with contributions concerning facets of disaster risk reduction in the context of economic
crisis in Greece and other countries.
Keywords: economic crisis, risk, disaster, risk perception, knowledge
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ABSTRACT
The scope of this paper is to briefly present the experience obtained through the Greek
Ombudsman’s operation during the last 21 years [established in October 1998, located in Athens] on
natural disaster issues handled by the Greek Public Administration. The Ombudsman is a
constitutionally recognised Independent Authority which monitores the entire function of the
Greek Administration. The mediation findings between public services and citizens, indicate many
types of maladministration, either before or after a natural disaster. Problems noted, with respect
to maladministration, are the inaccurate application of the various, existing law provisions,
legislative gaps and overlap of authoritie’s competences. In addition, the presence of
precautionary measures and management of the in-situ crisis and the aftermath consequances
was found poor in many cases. These maladministraion acts [at least they can be described as
such] lead to time-consuming problem solving and occasionaly to tragic events like human losses.
During the last years there is an increase of complaints related to natural disasters and their
impact on anthropogenic environment i.e infrastracture etc. This increase leads to enhanced
“maladministration issues”, that have been lately “more visible”, and may lead to an appreciation
that due to climate change more dissasters occur, thus affecting a higher percentage of the
population. The Independent Authority is constantly proposing solutions for problems reported
by citizens, as well as legislative and operational amendments. In this paper indicative cases
examined by the Authority are presented, the admistrative policies and the optimization of the
legislation framework is discussed.
Keywords: Greek Ombudsman, citizens reports, mediation, legislative framework, maladministration,
precautionary measures & policies, natural disasters, climate change, infrastructure damage
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GEOLOGICAL PAST CLIMATE VARIATIONS AND CHANGES
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ABSTRACT
In this review paper are given new accurate published geological data of global warming and large-scale
geological climatic changes and sea level changes, as well for the Phanerozoic era and especially the
Quaternary period, with special emphasis on the last interglacial period (Eemian warm epoch ~125,000 , +1
to 2.5 to 5 degrees Celsius higher temperature, and the short Younger Dryas cold period (~12,900 to 11,700
decline of 2 to 6 degrees Celsius). Τhe temperatures of the past are continuously changing. The data are
discussed, evaluated and compared with current climate variations of the historic period. In this context they
are also compared to current climate change scenarios for the future, which are associated with State policies
or political groups, as well as economic interests.
Keywords: Paleoclimatology, atmosphere, CO2 , sea level.
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ABSTRACT
Communities around the world are faced with natural disasters, such as earthquakes. It is well
known that Greece occupies the first place in seismic activity in Europe and has been affected by
a lot of seismic events.
Worldwide the individual and community mitigation of earthquake disasters through the
prevention and preparedness actions is a vital issue, and schools play a great role to these efforts.
School earthquake management mirrors family disaster prevention, and national disaster
prevention policy.
In Greece, Earthquake Planning and Protection Organization (EPPO), is a State Organization and
the competent authority to process and design the national policy on earthquake protection. The
EPPO’s School Earthquake Safety Initiative is aiming to strengthen risk awareness in Primary and
Secondary Schools and to prepare the school community to act in a proper way in case disaster
strikes.
This study aims to assess the contribution of EPPO’s Initiative to the improvement of level of
school preparedness in Greece the last decade. In this framework a survey has been implemented
by specific questionnaire. This questionnare was answered by Schools’ Directors and teachers
from 48 Prefectures of all Regions of the country, during 7 school periods (from 2012-2013 to
2018-2019). The results of the analyzed questionnaire indicate that the actions of EPPO, such as
the implemention of training seminars and the development of a specific Handbook on School
Earthquake Planning, have decisively contributed to change the prevailing mentality, to improve
the schools earthquake preparedness and to foster a culture of safety. This research is part of the
evaluation of EPPO’s strategy for earthquake school management at national level and
constitutes a basic input for the planning of this strategy in the future.
Keywords: Earthquake, Schools, Emergency Planning, Seismic Risk Reducton, Drills
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ABSTRACT
Recent disasters around globe indicate that most challenging territories for managing
emergencies are the cross border territories. Various reasons (economic, historic, social, political,
cultural) make difficult to agree, establish and implement joint strategies and policies dealing with
climate change impacts, societies’ resilience and emergency management at cross border areas.
The already identified deficit in exploitation of research and projects’ outputs to strengthen the
civil protection system at national, regional and local levels becomes worse at the borders.
Technological advancements and innovations available cannot be used appropriately due to
reluctance by civil protection authorities to invest in new technologies, luck of personnel, high
rigidity in existing plans and procedures, inability to create cross border standard operation
procedures and most important to identify the cross border area as α single area of intervention
prior to and during an emergency. Through the The Joint Cross Border Cooperation for Securing
Societies Against Natural and Man-Made Disasters (J-CROSS) project of Interreg IPA Cross Border
Cooperation Programme (CCI 2014 TC 16 I5CB 009) specific set of activities tackle such
deficiencies. Pilot area is the cross border one of Western Macedonia and Pelagonia Regions. Joint
teams work on risk assessment, early warning systems mapping and specifications for establishing
at risk areas and critical infrastructures, improvement of emergency plans, joint training and
common organization of tabletop and field exercises. Following the EU host nation support
guidelines, for receiving support by Union Civil Protection Mechanism and rescEU initiative,
special attention has been given to emergency logistics at cross border area, a field that helps
authorities optimize the entire civil protection system to enable joint cooperation between the
two countries. Such efforts will lead to joint action plans by the two regional authorities and longterm cooperation in civil protection.
Keywords: Cross border disaster management, emergency logistics
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ABSTRACT1
Today’s First Responders (FR) are using technology of the past. During their primary mission of
saving lives and preserving society’s safety and security, FRs face a multitude of challenges, often
dealing with life-threatening situations, hazardous environments, uncharted surroundings and
limited awareness. Threats and hazards evolve rapidly, crossing municipalities, regions and
nations with speed and ease. FR tools holistically enhance their protection and augment their
operational capacities, assisting them in saving lives as well as ensuring their safe return from the
disaster scene. INGENIOUS will develop, integrate, test, deploy and validate a Next Generation
Integrated Toolkit (NGIT) for Collaborative Response, which ensures high level of Protection &
Augmented Operational Capacity to respond to the disaster scene. This will comprise a multitude
of the tools and services required: (1) for enabling protection of the FRs with respect to their
health, safety and security; (2) for enhancing their operational capacities by offering them with
means to conduct various response tasks and missions boosted with autonomy, automation,
precise positioning, optimal utilisation of available resources and upgraded awareness and sensemaking; (3) for allowing shared response across FR teams and disciplines by augmenting their field
of view, information sharing and communications between teams and with victims. INGENIOUS
is part of the initiative “H2020-EU.3.7.5: Increase Europe's resilience to crises and disasters” and
the topic “SU-DRS02-2018-2019-2020: Technologies for first responders” (H2020-SU-SEC-2018). It
is a Research and Innovation Action (RIA) with a duration of 36 months, from September 2019.
Keywords: search and rescue, crisis management, security, wearables, UAVs.
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CURSOR: COORDINATED USE OF MINIATURIZED ROBOTIC EQUIPMENT
AND ADVANCED SENSORS FOR SEARCH AND RESCUE OPERATIONS
Consortium: Bundesministerium des Innern – THW (Germany), Entente pour la Forêt Méditerranéenne –
EPLFM (France), Merseyside Fire and Rescue Authority – MFRA (UK), Service Départemental d’Incendie et
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(UK), International Security Competence Centre GmbH – ISCC (Austria), Tohoku University (Japan), SINTEF
AS (Norway), Commissariat à l’énergie atomique et aux énergies alternatives – CEA (France), The
University of Manchester – UNIMAN (UK), German Institute for Standardisation – DIN (Germany),
Trilateral Research Ltd (Ireland), ARTTIC S.A.S. (France).
Corresponding author: Dr. Harris V. Georgiou, Hellenic Rescue Team of Attica (HRTA), Greece.
(E-mail: harris@xgeorgio.info)

ABSTRACT1
In a disaster situation, the goal of Search and Rescue (SAR) operations is to find the largest number
of victims in short time, while minimizing the risk to rescuers. Natural or man-made disasters
often result in difficult working conditions for Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) teams and other
First Responders (FR), such as police, medical services and civil protection units not specialised in
SAR. FRs are often exposed to high risks during response due to structural instability of the
disaster site and/or because of hazardous environments. Under such conditions, FRs must take
quick decisions to determine the location of trapped victims as swiftly and as accurately as
possible. CURSOR will develop and promote the use of novel technologies by USAR teams
reducing the time for detecting survivors trapped in damaged and collapsed buildings. The project
will deliver the innovative CURSOR SAR Kit, an integrated system of various technological
components and platforms that allow USaR teams to: (a) work efficiently and safely on the
disaster site, while detecting and locating survivors; and (b) enable collaborative response, by
sharing information and accurately visualising the disaster scene and associated notifications
across all levels of command. The project involves various FR organisations from Germany, France,
UK and Greece; their operational know-how and network will guide the development and
facilitate the uptake and sustainability of results. Leading-edge technologies will be provided by
research partners, whereas key innovative components will be developed by SMEs. CURSOR is
part of the initiative “H2020-EU.3.7.5: Increase Europe's resilience to crises and disasters” and
specifically the topic “SU-DRS02-2018-2019-2020: Technologies for first responders” (H2020-SUSEC-2018). It is a Research and Innovation Action (RIA) with a duration of 36 months, starting from
September 2019.
Keywords: search and rescue, crisis management, security, robotics, UAVs.
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FASTER: FIRST RESPONDER ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES FOR SAFE AND
EFFICIENT EMERGENCY RESPONSE
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VRIJE Universiteit Brussel – VUB (Belgium), University of West Attica – WUA (Greece), Ayuntamiento de
Madrid – ADM-POL (Spain), Servicio Madrileno de Salud – SUMMA (Spain), École Nationale Supérieure des
Officiers de Sapeurs-Pompiers – ENSOSP (France), Wyzsza Szkola Policji w Szczytnie – WSPOL (Poland),
Kajaanin Kaupunki (Finland), Hellenic Rescue Team of Attica – HRTA (Greece), Municipio de Grandola
(Portugal), Consorzio per il Sistema Informativo – CSI PIEMONTE (Italy), Kwansei Gakuin Educational
Foundation – KGU (Japan).
Corresponding author: Dr. Harris V. Georgiou, Hellenic Rescue Team of Attica (HRTA), Greece.
(E-mail: harris@xgeorgio.info)

ABSTRACT1
The term First Responders (FR) usually refers to law enforcement, fire, and emergency medical
personnel. These FRs might also include hazardous materials response teams, urban search and
rescue (USAR) assets, community groups, anti-terrorism units, special weapons and tactics teams
(SWAT), bomb squads, municipal agencies, public health services, private organizations,
volunteers, private non-profit, non-governmental groups (NGOs), etc. As a result, the tasks that a
national emergency response system would be required to perform are more complex than
simply aiding victims at the scene of a disaster, carried out by several kinds of professional users
with different roles and expertise. Moreover, emergency preparedness and response lifecycle is
a complex process that consists of the preparation, response, and recovery from a disaster,
including planning, logistical support, maintenance and diagnostics, training, and management,
as well as supporting the actual activities at a disaster site and post-recovery after the incident.
FASTER is part of the initiative “H2020-EU.3.7.5: Increase Europe's resilience to crises and
disasters” and specifically the topic “SU-DRS02-2018-2019-2020: Technologies for first
responders” (H2020-SU-SEC-2018). It is a Research and Innovation Action (RIA) with a duration of
36 months, starting from May 2019.
Keywords: search and rescue, crisis management, security, wearables, UAVs.
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NOVEL INTEGRATED SOLUTION OF OPERATING A FLEET OF DRONES WITH
MULTIPLE SYNCHRONIZED MISSIONS FOR DISASTER RESPONSES: HORIZON
2020 PROJECT RESPONDRONE
Evangelos Katsaros¹, Yiannis Bakouros1, Despoina Kanteler1
Researcher, Department of Regional and Cross Border Development, University of Western
Macedonia, Kozani, Greece, ekatsaro@gmail.com
1
Professor, Department of Regional and Cross Border Development, University of Western
Macedonia, Kozani, Greece, ylb@uowm.gr
1
Department of Regional and Cross Border Development, University of Western Macedonia,
Kozani, Greece, kanteler.d@gmail.com
1

ABSTRACT
Region of Western Macedonia, supported by the newly established Department of Regional and
Cross Border Development of Western Macedonia University participates in the HORIZON 2020
project RESPONDRONE. It will develop and validate an integrated solution for first responders to
easily operate a fleet of drones with multiple synchronized missions to enhance their situation
assessment capacity and own protection. This System of Systems will simplify and accelerate
situation assessment and sharing, decision making and operations management, while requiring
a small crew to operate it. Moreover, it will deliver high-level information to any involved control
centre through an intelligent web-based system that can be operated and accessed from a remote
site as well as serving as on-demand airborne communications network to allow people on the
ground to communicate with the command centre in case of cellular coverage collapse.
With these situational-awareness enhancing tools, emergency response teams will be able to
more rapidly, effectively and efficiently respond to an emergency or disaster and therefore save
more lives. The fleet of drones will provide enhanced capabilities to support assessment missions,
search and rescue operations, as well as forest fire fighting. Each fleet or unit of drones will be
able to operate by a single pilot and few observers. To ensure seamless uptake and adaption by
first responder organizations, RESPONDRONE will be fully integrated and embedded within the
current processes and procedures of real emergency response agencies and teams. Therefore,
RESPONDRONE will increase the effectiveness and efficiency of civil protection operations as it
will consider the first responder total mission time, cost, and effectiveness (and not just
considering the deployment time). The RESPONDRONE system will be demonstrated under full
operational settings in a demonstration in Corsica, while smaller pilots will be conducted in end
users’ areas. Region of Western Macedonia will prepare a pilot testing for the cross border area.
Keywords: Drones, Disaster management, Cross border operations, situational awareness
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ASSESSMENT OF STRUCTURAL AND NON-STRUCTURAL VULNERABILITY OF
SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS, THROUGH A QUESTIONNAIRE
Ploutarchos Kerpelis
Director of Earthquake Planning and Protection Organization (E.P.P.O.), Greece
(E-mail: pkerpelis@oasp.gr)

ABSTRACT
The priority given to the health and safety of the population is unquestionable, worldwide.
Statistically, the impacts of natural disasters increase over time. Critical Infrastructures such as
Wastewater Treatment Plants (WTP) are in immediate risk (seismic, sanitary etc) with significant
impacts on the community, especially in seismic countries (as Greece). Assessment of these
vulnerabilities is imperative, as the investigation is poor at this direction, so far.
The ultimate goal is to mitigate the effects of an earthquake disaster, such as injuries, deaths,
property damage, disruption of facilities, loss of "customers", financial losses, environmental
impact, reduced confidence in business and the state, fines and penalties, and legal actions.
The present work aims at the creation of a Structural and Non-Structural Vulnerability
Questionnaire (SV-NSV) for Sewage Treatment Plants (STP), particularly referring to Primary
Mechanical Cleaning (sand collectors, primary settling tanks etc) and Secondary Biological
Cleaning (gravel-refinery etc). It is addressed to the Managers of STP, and especially to its Security
Department. Through this questionnaire, the variables that contribute to each vulnerability factor
(SV and NSV) are identified and recorded. Such variables related to SV are the structural type of
the constructions, their Anti-Seismic Regulation etc. The variables related to NSV are Electromechanical installations, pumps, pipelines, generators etc. Totally 265 variables are examined.
According to the methodology, existing questionnaire about the “Primary Pre-earthquake
Assessment of Public Buildings and Public Welfare Institutions” is utilized and adjusted
accordingly. Bibliographic characteristics of WTP are examined and included in the questionnaire.
The creation of the questionnaire is an easy-to-use “tool” for assessing the main factors of
Structural and Non-Structural Vulnerability of STPs (after distribution and statistical processing).
Future documentation of the reliability and validity of the questionnaire as well as the
contribution and importance of their variables in assessing vulnerability are necessary.
Keywords: Vulnerability, Safety, Sewage, Sanitary Engineering, Questionnaire
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LOCAL SEISMICITY IN THE BROADER
FLORINA AND PELAGONIAN BASINS
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ABSTRACT
We study the seismicity of the Florina and Pelagonian basins, which is important for the safety of
some critical infrastructures (e.g. power plants, dams, etc.) which are around the area under
concern. A detailed study of earthquakes in the broader area of Florina and Pelagonian basins was
undertaken. The basic reason is to evaluate the seismicity of the area and provide useful
information to engineers, regulators and planners in order to mitigate adverse social and/or
economic effects of an earthquake and allows them to plan earthquake-resistant designs.
Keywords: earthquakes, seismicity, critical infrastructures, mean return period, probability
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1999 – 2019: 20 YEARS AFTER THE 1999 ATHENS EARTHQUAKE
E.P.P.O.`s RESPONSE AND ACTIONS
Gabriella Zagora1, Deni Panagiotopoulou2, Katerina Tarnava3
Earthquake Planning & Protection Organization, Athens, Greece.
(e-mail: gzagora@oasp.gr, dpanagiot@oasp.gr, ktarnava@oasp.gr)
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ABSTRACT
On September 7 1999 a strong earthquake occurred in Athens resulting 143 deaths, hundreds of
injuries and severe damages to buildings and constructions in Attica Region and Viotia Prefecture.
The goal of this paper is to present the response, actions and operations of the Earthquake
Planning and Protection Organization (E.P.P.O.), during and after the 1999 Athens Earthquake.
E.P.P.O. is responsible for planning and implementing earthquake policies in Greece. As such, the
Organization, within its responsibilities, affectively and successfully responded during and after
the event, and presented very productive scientific and operational work throughout the last 20
years.
The research performed for the purposes of this project was based on interviews and an extended
literature and desk research. Interviews were conducted with the past and present E.P.P.O.`s high
rank officials and employees.
Keywords: 1999 Athens Earthquake, Response, Inspections, Seismic Codes, Regulations.
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THE 1999 ATHENS EARTHQUAKE - EXPERIENCE AND IMPROVEMENTS
1, 2, 3

Maria Kleanthi1, Vaseilios Mokos2, Evgenia Dimopoulou3
Directorate General of Natural Disaster Rehabilitation (Greece)
(e-mail: gdaefk@ggde.gr)

ABSTRACT
This paper presents all the work brought about, as well as the measures taken by the Directorate
General for Natural Disaster Rehabilitation (GDAEFK) and the Ministry of Infrastructure and
Transport, after the September 7th, 1999 earthquake in Attica. An overview of the project of
rehabilitation is presented, with reference to the methods used and the measures taken by the
state, in order to remedy the effects of the earthquake, referring to the problems and the given
solutions. The registry starts with the immediate mobilization of the Ministry after the earthquake
and the building damage assessment and continues with the recording of temporary housing
measures for the affected people, as well as the measures taken until the final restoration of the
affected buildings. Conclusions, in order to turn GDAEFK more effective, are drawn from the
comparison of the post-earthquake rehabilitation work after the September 7th 1999 incident
with that of earlier and subsequent earthquakes.
Keywords: September 7th 1999 earthquake, action plan, temporary shelter, rehabilitation,
improvements
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SUSTAINABLE DISASTER RECOVERY PROCESS AFTER ΕARTHQUAKE.
OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS: THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT
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Athanasia Theodoropoulou 1, Ioannis Ntaliakouras2
MSc “Management of Natural and Human Induced Disasters”, Department of Geography, Harokopio
University, Greece
(E-mail: multi_nasia@yahoo.gr)
2
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ABSTRACT
The research field of this paper is the sustainable recovery process of a traditional settlement
after an earthquake and the role of community involvement into the recovery process. Disaster
is defined as complicated, while its effects are multi-dimensional and influence both natural and
human environment.
Several scientists attempted to identify the various risk management steps and concluded that
four phases of disaster management exist. These phases are the following: prevention-mitigation,
preparedness, emergency-response and recovery. In the recovery phase, all necessary long-term
actions are implemented for the rehabilitation of society and reconstruction of the infrastructure,
so the affected people have the same quality of life as they had before the disaster or even better.
This paper will attempt to examine if the recovery process is a “window of opportunity” for the
city to reduce its vulnerability to up-coming hazards and if it’s possible to improve the preimpact
level. Moreover, we will try to analyse the recovery process in traditional settlements, in which
severe earthquakes have occurred with serious effects in the urban environment. One of them
took place in Italy (L’ Aquila) and the other occurred in Greece (Konitsa). Through the analysis of
their recovery process we will attempt to find out which were the challenges that each city/village
had to face. The analysis of these case studies will focus on the role of community involvement
into the recovery process. In the case study of Vrissa, Lesvos, where a strong earthquake occurred
in 2017, the recovery process is still in early stages. Because of this, after the literature review and
the analysis of the case studies, we will attempt to analyse the challenges that Vrissa has to face
and recommend some specific points in order to have a sustainable recovery.
Keywords: Earthquake, Sustainable Recovery process, Seismic Risk Assessment, Community Involvement,
Vrissa.
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VRISA 2017 – 2019, DISASTER – RESPONSE – RECOVERY PROCESS
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ABSTRACT
On the 12th of June 2017 at 15:28, local time, an earthquake of magnitude Mw6.3, shook the island
of Lesvos. The incident is well known for the devastating impact it had over the village of Vrisa, a
small community of, just over, 600 residents. For a plethora of reasons, portion of its buildings
were utterly or partially collapsed and as a result the village has been evacuated, an order which
stands till today. Since it was marked as a traditional settlement, several peculiarities were
considered in order to keep the morphology of the buildings facades, a process which had to work
in parallel with the restoration process. It had as a result the involution of many public sectors,
forcing a cooperation between them in order to pare any delays down. Through legal and
regulatory framework involving the incident as well as an experiential report of the authors, is
tried to be presented an evaluation of the restoration process so far.
Keywords: earthquake, natural disaster, Vrisa, response, recovery
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EMERGENCY EVACUATIONS
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ABSTRACT
In the event of an emergency, evacuation is a measure for every person to remove it from the
hearth of danger from which it is at risk. The speed of evolution of any natural or technological
disaster depends on many factors, while in the context of self-protection and civil protection
spontaneous removal is applied but organized removal can also be applied. The result of all this
is the need to design and draft plans on the part of the State, which has the responsibility of
protecting citizens, and in particular at the municipal level.
In each case of danger and for each settlement, a Plan should provide answers to a number of
questions, such as who proposes, who decides, who is at risk, what its stages are, what its
different times, how people will be informed, who the place what actions need to be taken to
implement it, how long it will take, etc.
Following the disasters of forest fires in 2007, paragraph 2 of section 18 of Law 3613 instituted
Organized Displacement (PLO) and was updated in 2014 with the subparagraph 5 of section 108
of Law 4249, which states the liability of Mayors and Regional Governors to take its
Implementation Decision. But the article also raises questions and questions….
Presentation refers to successful evacuation cases (23/7/2018 - Mati - evacuation of child camp
of Athens Municipality due to forest fire, 12/2/2012 - Thessaloniki - evacuation of 72,000
inhabitants due to World War II bomb removal, 22/2/2007 - Thessaloniki - evacuation of schools
due to gas leak) and international events (28/8/2005 - N. Orleans - Hurricane Katrina, 7/12/1941
Pearl Harbor - Japanese bombing of US fleet, 20/1/2019 - Chile - evacuation due Upcoming
Tsunami, 11/9/2001 - New York Twin Towers - Evacuation after terrorist attack, 22/8/1985 Manchester (video) - fire at BOEING 737, 11/3/2011 Japan - tsunami)
But designers need proper planning in order for the Organized Population Removal Plan to be
applicable. Indicative examples of good practice in informing and planning both in Greece and
abroad (Komotini Municipality for concentration areas, Municipality of Thessaloniki for refuges
and camps, Municipality of Chania for escape routes, Municipality of Elliniko - Argyroupoli for
registration of persons will be required to transport them, Germany (video) for the transfer from
a man to a hospital with his mattress, Australia for mobile information updating), but also
examples of incorrect planning by Ministries (Ministry of Education for Schools, Ministry of Health
for Hospitals).
History teaches ...!
Keywords: emergency, evacuation, good practices
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CRISIS MANAGEMENT DUE TO FOOD POISONING
IN HOTELS AND HOSPITALITY UNITS
Nikos Katsaros
Director of Dept. of Human Nutrition New York College
Ex-President of Hellenic Food Authority

ABSTRACT
Tourist industry is particularly sensitive because can be affected from a number of factors like:
political crisis, economic crisis, strikes of transportation, air strikes, earthquakes, terrorist actions,
etc.
With the term “crisis” we describe one unforeseen event that is characterized from tension and
insecurity. It demands immediate decisions and application of measures so that will reduce the
negative effects as soon as possible. There are three main types of crisis:
A. Natural Disasters (earthquakes, floods, tsunami, fires etc).
B. Technological Disasters (failure: of informatics systems, electricity, communications. water
supplies, etc.)
C. Man Made Disasters (terrorist actions, food poisoning, strikes of the personnel etc.) For the
management of the crisis is required an order center and a team of management crisis both with
distinct and specified duties. The case of a food poisoning in a hotel is presented.
Keywords: crisis, management, food, poisoning, hotel
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COMMUNITY PREPARATION AND REACTION DURING THE FOREST FIRE ON
JULY 23, 2018 IN EASTERN ATTICA. THE ROLE OF RISK COMMUNICATION.
Aspasia Karamanou1, Alina Laura Coltison2, Dimitrios Kannavos3
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ABSTRACT
On July 23, 2018, Greece was affected by the deadliest wildfire in its modern history, which
claimed the lives of more than 100 people, while several others suffered health and property
damages. This research examines individual risk perception and the rational decision-making
during a wildfire. To achieve this goal, the affected people experience in this catastrophic event
was evaluated through a systematic process, demonstrating the failure of existing disaster risk
communication techniques.
Keywords: Risk Communication, Risk Perceptions, Wildfire, Community Involvement, Mati
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FLOOD MORTALITY IN GREECE: WHAT WE KNOW SO FAR
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Michalis Diakakis1
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(E-mail: diakakism@geol.uoa.gr)

ABSTRACT
Floods are one of the most lethal natural hazards on a global scale. Greece is no exception to this
regime, with recent extreme events showing how deadly floods can be (e.g. Mandra flood in
2017). This work focuses on reviewing the knowledge around flood mortality and specifically our
understanding of the conditions under which these deaths occur, by exploiting an inventory of
flood fatalities in Greece for the period 1960–2018. Results show a slight increase in deaths.
Demographic analysis indicates that males and older individuals are more vulnerable. Most
incidents occur outdoors and a large portion of them involves a vehicle. Examination of the stance
of victims indicates that in a large number of these incidents, the victim deliberately enters
floodwaters underestimating the risk. The immediate surroundings and the environment in which
incidents occur play a role in how the risk situations develop. Results to this day point to specific
circumstances and a profile of victims that exhibits higher vulnerability. High-risk situations and
new challenges arising are apparent as well, indicating specific actions that should be undertaken
to reduce flood risk to human life.
Keywords: flood deaths, fatalities, Greece, flash floods, mortality
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Ioannis Koukouvelas1, Konstantinos Nikolakopoulos1, Vasiliki Zygouri1, Aggeliki Kyriou1, Sotirios Verroios1,
Dionissios Apostolopoulos1
1
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ABSTRACT
Challenges in current geomorphological processes demand constant monitoring achieved with
low cost and highly accurate methods. The rapid development of remote sensing techniques in
synergy with classical geomorphologigal surveys, like field and structural geology, can provide
both the necessary resolution and precision that modern geomorphological studies require.
However, the use of independent photogrammetric products can lead to fragmentary knowledge
due to incorporated errors of each product. As an alternative, the use of multisourced data for
different time periods secures the accuracy of the derived results and facilitates the conduct of
indusputable conclusions on the evolution of the impact of the geomorphological process on the
modern society. Our methodology is based on a synergistic approach between different
multitemporal and multisourced data and field geology mainly applicated in areas affected by
mass wasting events (landslides). The use of this type of methodology enhanced by the low cost
technology of UAVs allows the fast mapping and detection of geohazard areas.
Keywords: geomorphological changes, remote sensing techniques, field geology, geohazard mitigation.
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UAS-BASED PHOTOGRAMMETRY FOR 3D-MAPPING AND REDUCTION OF
LANDSLIDE RISK IN TECTONICALLY ACTIVE AREAS: THE CASE OF CHIOS
ISLAND (GREECE)
Eirini Spyridoula Stanota1, Nafsika Ioanna Spyrou1, Emmanuel Andreadakis1, Emmanuel Skourtsos1,
Stylianos Lozios1, Efthymios Lekkas¹
1
Department of Geology and Geoenvironment, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, (Greece).
(E-mail: eirstanota@geol.uoa.gr, nspyrou@geol.uoa.gr, eandreadak@geol.uoa.gr, elekkas@geol.uoa.gr)

ABSTRACT
The North Aegean islands are characterized by particular geodynamic and seismotectonic regime
and by great amount of natural disasters. Recent earthquakes in Greece, testify that North Aegean
region is seismically active. An earthquake can increase the chances and the frequency of
landslides for an area. On Chios island, along the Chios-Kardamyla Road, and specifically in the
region from Mersinidi to Myliga area, there is a significant thrust between Paleozoic clastic and
Triassic carbonaceous formations. In this area many landslides have occurred. The regime, the
crucial differentiations of the environment and human activities can lead to extensive damage.
Thus, it was necessary to identify the hazardous areas and the specific places aggravated by
earthquakes or considered as dangerous to landslides. This study presents the procedure followed
for: (a) Evaluation of existing geological, geotectonic, hydrogeological, seismotectonic and
geotechnical data, (b) UAV mapping and creation of Digital Surface Models (DSM); (c) GeologicalTectonic mapping for the wider area; (d) Research of discontinuous tectonic deformation that the
formations have undergone; (e) Research of the hydrogeological conditions of the area and
determination of the role of groundwater in rock and soil movements; (f) Geotechnical mapping
of the formations; (g) Recording and processing of the measurements of the geometrical features
of the structures in the area. All the data above in combination with the extracted plans for
rockfall and rock slides, the simulation models of rockfalls, the results of drillings along the specific
section of the road and the causes of slidings, led to the suggestion of appropriate
countermeasures for landslides.
Keywords: SfM, landslides, rockfalls, 3D-modeling, tectonics.
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THE ROLE OF TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTERS AND INTELLIGENT
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS IN RISK AND EMERGENCY SITUATION
MANAGEMENT
Ioannis Benekos1 and Evangelos Bekiaris2
1
Head of Laboratory A5 – Risk Management and Resilience. Hellenic Institute of Transport
Centre for Research and Technology Hellas. Email: ibenekos@certh.gr
2
Director. Hellenic Institute of Transport Centre for Research and Technology Hellas.
Email: abek@certh.gr

ABSTRACT
Emergency situations require extensive cooperative and coordinative actions between several
actors. This paper highlights the key role of Traffic Control Centers and Intelligent Transportation
Systems in managing information for public response during the management of risk and
emergency situations.
Keywords: Emergency management, Traffic Control Centers, Intelligent Transportation Systems, Business
continuity.
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BRIDGE POTENTIAL DEFORMATIONS MONITORING USING
MTINSARSENTINEL-1 :
THE CASE OF POLYFETOU BRIDGE (NORTHERN GREECE), PRELIMINARY
RESULTS
1

Olga Markogiannaki1, Asimakis Fylaktos2, Issaak Parcharidis2
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Western Macedonia
(E-mail: omarkogiannaki@uowm.gr)
2
Department of Geography, Harokopio University
(E-mail: minosfylaktos@gmail.com, parchar@hua.gr)

ABSTRACT
Large-scale civil engineering projects such as bridges, roads and dams, are critical infrastructure
projects and their loss translates to a loss of movement and transportation, trade and commerce,
among others. The use of remote sensing technologies (non-invasive) is an efficient solution to
enhancing the condition assessment of bridges supporting improved decision making. Current
study's main objective is to explore the use of space-born open SAR Copernicus data (Sentinel-1)
in monitoring the condition of bridge infrastructure, improving the efficiency of inspection, repair,
and rehabilitation efforts and developing unique signatures of bridge condition at low cost. In this
research work, a long curved prestressed reinforced concrete bridge located in Western
Macedonia, Greece (Fig. 1), has been selected as the case study for monitoring deflections using
SAR interferometry. The so called “Polyfetou Bridge” crosses an artificial lake created by a
hydroelectric dam in Aliakmonas river located a few kilometers away from the bridge. In this
preliminary study the last five years have been investigated and cumulative deformations have
been derived. The study’s results demonstrate bridge locations where settlements appear and
need further attention. The application has shown that the proposed method can be successfully
used to remotely monitor bridge deformations that are indicators of the structural health of the
bridge.
Keywords: MTInSAR, Sentinel-1, Bridge, structural health monitoring, Lake Polyfytou
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MULTIHAZARD RISK ASSESSMENT: REVIEWING LIMITATIONS AND
IDENTIFYING NEW PERSPECTIVES IN METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
1, 2

John Tsiplakidis1, Yorgos N. Photis 2
Department of Geography and Regional Planning, National Technical University of Athens, Greece.
(E-mail: johntsip @central.ntua.gr, yphotis@mail.ntua.gr)

ABSTRACT
Natural processes are interacting components of natural systems. Under certain circumstances,
they can be transformed into threats for humanity, environment, and development. Examples
such as the 2006 Pangandaran earthquake-tsunami and the 2011 Tohoku earthquake-tsunamiflood- nuclear catastrophe point out the necessity for an integrated multihazard risk assessment
tool. This paper presents the critical steps and improvements in approaches to MultiHazard Risk
Assessment (MHRA). From the first qualitative, semiquantitative techniques with which risk is
calculated through individual processes to more powerful techniques which try to capture and
evaluate the interactions (trigger, cascade effectmong the natural hazards, such as Event Tree
(ET) and Bayesian Networks (BNs). Especially Bayesian Networks and recently, their extensions as
Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) and Hybrid Bayesian Networks (HBNs) offer a great
opportunity for a more realistic and flexible multihazard risk assessment.
Keywords: Risk assessment, Bayesian Networks, Multihazards, Interactions
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CIVIL PROTECTION AND PUBLIC HEALTH
IMPACT OF NATURAL / TECHNOLOGICAL DISASTERS ON PUBLIC HEALTH
Georgios Naoum
Corfu Civil Protection Department,Region of Ionian Islands, Corfu, Greece
(E-mail: pol_prostasia_ker@pin.gov.gr)

ABSTRACT
According to the World Health Organization (WHO, 1946), health is the state of absolute physical,
mental and social well-being; not simply the absence of disease. Extreme temperatures, heavy
rainfall anf flooding, air pollution, fires, technological disasters, but also diseases transmitted by
carriers and anxiety-related disorders are globally the main threads of the public heath. Every Civil
Protetion related stakeholder should study every possible scenario in order to be prepared for
any kind of event before they occur.
Keywords: public health, civil protection, impact, natural disasters, technological disasters
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STRATEGIC MAPPING AND PLACEMENT OF AUTOMATIC EXTERNAL
DEFIBRILLATORS. THE CASE OF THE REGION OF WESTERN MACEDONIA
GREECE
Despoina Kanteler¹, Yiannis Bakouros2, Evangelos Katsaros3
PhD Candidate, Department of Regional and Cross Border Development,
University of Western Macedonia, Kozani, (Greece).
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3
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(ekatsaro@gmail.com)

1

ABSTRACT
In Europe, sudden cardiac arrest is one of the dominant causes of death. Considering the fact that
defibrillation within 3-5 minutes of collapse can cause survival rates as high as 50-70%, programs
for public access defibrillation should be actively implemented. The need for medical assistance
is intensified in emergency situations and optimizing Automated External Defibrillator (AED)
allocations to rural and urban areas will enhance the functionality of medical services and alleviate
the workload of the first responders in a crisis situation. This will become operational when proper
training in the preparedness stage is provided to citizens in order to play their active role in a crisis
situation.
The current project unfolds in the Region of Western Macedonia (RWM) in Greece for a pilot AED
placement program for the Governance of RWM. The initial number of defibrillators (120) that
are needed to be distributed is very small and by far it cannot cover the needs for every major
city or rural area. Summurizing the methodology used, all existing types of public medical facilities
were mapped. Subsequently, all types of road network were mapped and classified in order to do
a network analysis. In addition, the digital eleveation model, land uses, demographics and
seasonal dynamics were also taken into consideration in order to do a priority ranking and find an
optimized position for the allocation of the AEDs. The results show a promising future for the
foundation and expansion of AED placements in rural/urban areas.The progress of this pilot
project must be monitored and there are yet many problems that need to be tackled. Further
research is needed to deepen our understanding on optimization approaches for the functionality
of the medical services as well as create a stable network of engaged and informed citizens ready
to act in a crisis event.
Keywords: AED, Defibrillation, Cardiac arrest, Disasters
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BUILDING AN INTEGRATED FLOOD FORECASTING WARNING SYSTEM IN
KILKIS-NORTHERN GREECE
Lagouvardos Kostas, Vasiliki Kotroni
Institute for Environmental Research, National Observatory of Athens, (Greece).
(E-mail: lagouvar@noa.gr, kotroni@noa.gr)

ABSTRACT
The project aims at optimally protecting the area of Kilkis from flood events, based on the use of
meteorological and hydrological stations, in combination with satellite observations and
numerical weather prediction forecasts. All information will feed the Integrated Flood Forecasting
Warning System and will be made available on a digital platform (accessible from personal
computers, tablets and mobile phones). The project will be carried out by the Institute of
Environmental Research and Sustainable Development of the National Observatory of Athens
(NOA, in close collaboration with the Kilkis Municipal Water Supply and Sewage Company
(DEYAK).
Keywords: Flood forecasting, observational network, early warning system.
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IRIS: A RAPID RESPONSE FIRE SPREAD FORECASTING SYSTEM FOR GREECE
Theodore M. Giannaros1, Vassiliki Kotroni2, Konstantinos Lagouvardos3
National Observatory of Athens, Institute of Environmental Research and Sustainable Development
(Greece).
(E-mail: 1thgian@noa.gr, 2kotroni@noa.gr, 3lagouvar@noa.gr)

ABSTRACT
The paper summarizes the development and application of a rapid response fire spread
forecasting system for Greece. Named IRIS, under a messenger goddess in Greek mythology, the
forecasting system was primarily developed to support the operational fire suppression activities
of the Greek Fire Service. It employs a coupled atmosphere-fire modeling system, comprised of a
state-of-the-art numerical weather prediction model and an advanced fire spread model. For the
implementation of IRIS, a prototype geospatial dataset for the representation of fuels was
constructed, using ultra-high-resolution open-source datasets provided by the Copernicus Land
Monitoring Service. The forecasting system was calibrated and tested over 12 wildfires in total; 8
wildfires were used for the calibration of IRIS and 4 were used for independent testing of the
calibrated system. Our overarching goal was to assess the capacity of IRIS in terms of providing
accurate real-time wildfire spread forecasts. Results clearly highlight that reasonably accurate fire
spread predictions can be obtained by proper calibration of the fire spread component. IRIS was
operationally deployed in Greece during the 2019 fire season, providing 6 h and 24 h wildfire
spread forecasts for 14 events (up to September 13 2019). To our best knowledge, IRIS is one of
the few operational fire spread forecasting systems based on coupled atmosphere-fire modeling,
operationally deployed on the EU level.
Keywords: fire spread, rapid response, operational forecast, WRF-SFIRE, coupled fire-atmosphere, IRIS.
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A LOW-COST MULTI-PLATFORM SYSTEM FOR EARLY WARNING OF
EXTREME HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL EVENTS
Anagnostou M.N.1, 2, Kalogiros J. A.1, C. Spyrou3, G. Varlas3,4, G. Papagelis1, A. Retalis1, A. Mentzafou4, D.
Katsanos1, P. Katsafados3, A. Papadopoulos4, D. Chaskos5, E. Houssos5, C. Lolis5 and A. Bartzokas5
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National Observatory of Athens, IERSD, (Greece).
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Harokopio University of Athens, Department of Geography (Greece).
(E-mail: spyrou@hua.gr, pkatsaf@hua.gr)
4
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University of Ioannina, Department of Physics (Greece).
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abartzok@uoi.gr)

ABSTRACT
Extreme weather events, such as severe precıpıtatıon, wındstorms and heatwaves
threaten lıves and property, ınducıng hazards such as coastal floods, large-scale rıver
floods, flash floods and fıres, often leadıng to cascadıng effects and causıng extensıve
damage and dısruptıon. The ıntensıfıcatıon of weather extremes ın future clımate
projectıons combıned wıth the ıncrease of people lıvıng ın hazardous areas wıll ıncrease
the ımpacts of extreme weather events. to ıncrease the resılıence of socıetıes, ımproved
crısıs management related to extreme weather events ıs needed. ın thıs respect, hydrometeorologıcal hazards, lıke convectıve outbreaks affectıng the ıonıan-adrıatıc areas
maınly due to scırocco and easterly propagatıng fronts, leadıng to torrentıal wınds, raın
and floodıng, represent a dramatıc threat whıch needs to be faced by ımprovıng forecasts
and tımely warnıngs of such hazards ın order to protect lıves and propertıes. the main
dıffıculty to dıssemınate prompt ınformatıon about hydro-meteorologıcal severe events
to the end-users, ıs to set up near-real tıme monıtorıng ıntegrated system, able to ıngest
precıpıtatıon data from dıstrıbuted sensors and models and to perform forecastıng of the
evolvıng hydro-meteorologıcal scenarıo. To this aspect, under the ınterreg ıpa-ıı greecealbanıa call “i-alarm” project propose the development of an operatıonal tool and the
assessment of a unıque state-of-the-art early warning system (EWS) organızed accordıng
to type of natural hazards, based on a hydro-meteorologıcal observatıon and modellıng
system. the advanced tool based on low-power/low-cost mobıle x-band polarımetrıc
weather radar, regıonal hıgh relıable and robust characterizatıon, preventıon and danger
of fıre hazard, and coupled hydro-meteorologıcal numerıcal modellıng and observatıonal
data assımılatıon, tuned to the local terrıtory.
Keywords: XPOL radar, i-ALARM; WRF-Hydro, LAPS, real-time, flash-flood/flood, early warning system
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CAN WE MANAGE HEALTH ISSUES ARISING FROM MIGRANT AND
REFUGEE POPULATIONS?
Konstantinos Kalemis
Refugee Education Coordinator
Member of the Department for the Coordination and Monitoring of the Refugee Education of the Ministry
of Education and Religious Affairs, Instructor at The National Centre for the Local Government and Public
Administration,Greece
(E-mail: kkalemi@geol.uoa.gr )

ABSTRACT
From mid-2015 Greece began to receive an unexpected number of refugees and migrants, which
was continued in the coming years, but on a considerably more limited scale. In 2015 the largest
department of refugees and migrants came to the country by sea approaching the islands of the
Aegean that are located near the coasts of Turkey.
The migration wave (refugees, economic migrants, asylum seekers and illegal immigrants) to EU
countries has risen sharply since the mid-2010. The recent increase in the flow of refugees fleeing
war and persecution, heading towards Europe, has led to a major humanitarian tragedy
worldwide. In 2015, Greece welcomed more than 850,000 asylum seekers.
The biggest problem Greece had to face was the housing of refugees, which brought about a
number of intense reactions from the local population and divided the state. It is then that a new
structure of the ' refugee camp ' appears in the Greece area as a means of providing humanitarian
aid to refugees. A structure that has been used for several years by international organizations in
similar circumstances worldwide.
Keywords: refugee crisis, medical issues, primary medical care, communicable diseases monitoring.
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THE IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON PUBLIC HEALTH
Maria Karagiannopoulou
Phd Candicate, Charokopio University, Athens, Greece
marykara22@gmail.com

ABSTRACT
Climate change and its impact on human health have been at the heart of research and
governments agenda for quite some time. Although local warming could partly have a positive
impact, most of the impacts are considered negative. Not only exist the risk of increased air
pollution and ozone pollution, the greater spread of pollen and therefore the more frequent
occurrence of allergies and respiratory diseases, but also an increase in deaths due to heat waves,
floods, drought, fires, decreased availability and cleanliness of drinking water, reduced food
security and reduced availability of health services. High temperatures will also change the
distribution and increase the overall burden for certain diseases that are transmitted through
vectors, food and water.
The aim of this work is to critically study and present the impacts of climate change on public
health and the presentation of trends and policies developed to mitigate these impacts.
Keywords: climate change, impact on human health, Infectious diseases, vectors, pollen, food safety, water
and food related diseases, extreme weather events, mitigation, adaptation.
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SHAKEMAPS USING A DENSE STRONG GROUND MOTION NETWORK IN AN
URBAN ENVIRONMENT
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(E-mail: ggh1983@hotmail.com)
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3
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ABSTRACT
The immediately fast decisions-actions after the large events should carried out with the
information provided by shakemaps. In the framework of the post-earthquake countersteps and
to provide more knowledge-information to citizens the Hellenic Seismological Network of Crete
(HSNC) started operating as a study case a permanent strong ground motion (SGM) network in
the urban environment of Chania and its southern basin. The initial motivation of this project was
to monitor the ground shaking in a complex urban geological environment where the city’s
infrastructures exist, with some of them to considered as of high economic interest, along with
the existence of important cultural heritage monuments. The SGM network is mainly relay on the
robust REF TEK 130 SM 24bit triaxial accelerometers but there are some 16bit low-cost Satways’
GSense that have been deployed for supplementary information. In the first stage of our research,
to investigate the seismic amplification and to provide supplementary information for the local
site conditions, spectral ratio H/V measurements have been carried out. The available peak
ground acceleration values are integrated in a GIS environment in order to provide detailed
shakemaps. In the map generation procedure, different interpolation techniques have been
tested with past event data and the adopted one takes the local site geological parameters into
account.
Keywords: Strong Ground Motion network, Peak Ground Acceleration, shakemaps.
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USING HISTORICAL RECORDS AND GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
SYSTEMS (GIS) TO IDENTIFY AREAS OF HIGH FLOOD RISK IN ATTICA,
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3
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(E-mail: evanfili@teiemt.gr)
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ABSTRACT
Floods are natural phenomena but anthropogenic activities have accelerated their frequency,
magnitude and impacts. This is particularly true for Greece that due its topography and climate
conditions have many torrents that experience flash flood events. In this study historical records
and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) were used to identify the areas that have experienced
most floods in the past. The study area was the Prefecture of Attica of Greece that includes Athens
and its population has exponentiallly increase inn the last decades. This increase in population
has led to unorganized development of roads, housing etc. In many cases, roads and house have
developed in and adjacent to torrents. The first step of this study was to gather and analyze water
pumping event data conducted by the Fire Brigade from 2012-2018 due to flooding in houses and
stores in the different municipalities of Attica. Then based on these data, maps within GIS were
developed. In Attica there is a total of 61 municipalities and these were categorized based on the
number of pumping events as: a) high flooding risk, b) Medium flooding risk and c) low flooding
risk. Sixteen municipalities had high flooding risk, 18 medium and the rest low. Overall, it was
clear that some municipalities were more prone to flooding. This simple way of presenting the
historical data in the form of maps can be utilized as a tool for the Fire Brigade and Civil Protection
during rainfall events.
Keywords: new technologies, potential flood risk, water pumping, historical records, flood risk maps
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EUROPEAN PROJECT “LODE” (LOSS DATA ENHANCEMENT FOR DISASTER
RISK REDUCTION AND CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION MANAGEMENT):
CASE STUDY KEFALONIA, GREECE
Maria Panoutsopoulou1, Thekla Thoma2, Dionissia Panagiotopoulou3 , Miranda Dandoulaki4
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4
National Centre for Public Administration and Local Government
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ABSTRACT
LODE is a project funded by DG-ECHO aimed at improving post disaster damage data collection
and analysis to support a variety of local, regional, national and European stakeholders to develop
more evidence based disaster risk reduction policies and measures. Ten partners from seven
countries are committed to the project.
Using a cyclical and adaptive approach to learning from past events, the project will develop a
system for collection, storage and organization of post-disaster damage and loss data from
multiple sectors at relevant spatial and temporal scales so as to support a variety of applications,
ranging from accounting to forensic analysis of disasters to enhancement of risk modelling
capacity.
The baseline of LODE is a set of showcases where damage data collection and storage will follow
the methodology and the approach that the project develops. The showcases will carry out
applications involving different scales, hazard types, affected sectors and territories in order to
show in practice the added value of the proposed system.
EPPO is the Greek partner of LODE and is responsible for the showcase of 2014 Kefalonia
earthquakes which focuses on the usefulness and use of pre-disaster data. In an effort to enhance
cross-fertilisation between pre- and post- data management, EPPO attempts a comparison of the
data collected in pre-earthquake vulnerability assessment of public buildings in Kefalonia with the
post-earthquake damage assessment of the same buildings.
Keywords: loss, risk, stakeholders, information system.
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ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION AS A NATIONAL SECURITY PROBLEM. THE GREEK
EXPERIENCE
Michail Chalaris
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to research the main options of illegal immigration that move to the European
Union, with Greece to support a determinant role. Illegal immigration takes place as a
consequence of immigration, in order to improve the living standards and the departure from
uncertainty. The waves of illegal immigrants that go-ahead to the E.U. pass through Greece and
often select our country as a permanent place to stay. Turkey does not cooperate and at least
adopt a moderate strategy. On the other hand, the basic measures and policies from the E.U. are
the Schengen Treaty and its information system, the coordination in the visas circulation and the
operation of FRONTEX. Illegal immigration impacts economic, social and political levels. It is
necessary however that the phenomenon combat presumes the more efficient operation of the
Greek services and especially the Turkey coercion for cooperation.
Keywords: Illegal imigration, National Security
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MANDRA, TWO YEARS AFTER. THE CONTRIBUTION OF D.A.E.F.K – K.E. IN
THE RESTORATION OF BUILDINGS AFFECTED BY THE FLOOD
Athina Gaglia1, Maria Katsioli2, Georgia Kerkemezou3
Directorate General of Natural Disaster Impact Rehabilitation (Greece).
(E-mail: agaglia@teemail.gr,.m.katsioli@ggde.gr, g.kerkemezou@ggde.gr)
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ABSTRACT
The most devastating flood of recent years hit Western Attica on November 15th 2017, leaving
behind 24 dead and huge disasters in infrastructure, buildings and the environment. According to
Athens National Observatory, the rainfall that caused the flood was considered very strong and
with relatively short duration, as the total rainfall a time period of three hours (between 3:00 a.m.
and 6:00 a.m., local time), was estimated at 200 mm, 3.5 times above region’s monthly average.
The day after the flood, engineers, employees of Central Greece’s Directorate of Natural Disaster
Impact Rehabilitation (D.A.E.F.K. – K.E.) commenced the inspections of the damaged, buildings.
By a simple and straightforward procedure and in order to meet the necessities of the affected
people, a one-off allowance was granted to residents and to businesses whose movable assets
were destroyed. The work of the restoration was undertaken by D.A.E.F.K. – K.E., following the
adoption of a Joint Ministerial Decree referring to the demarcation of the affected area. Other
related Decrees further established the terms, conditions and procedures for the restoration of
damaged buildings.
The purpose of this paper is to present the results of the restoration of buildings, two years after
the incident, by studying the legislative framework and analyzing the implementation processes.
Keywords: West Attica, 2017 flood, Buildings rehabilitation, Central Greece’s Directorate of Natural
Disaster Impact Rehabilitation (D.A.E.F.K – K.E.).
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ABSTRACT
The development of smart cities aims to modernize traditional cities, combining the expertise of
all sectors initiative under the supervision of public services, enriching them with the results of
the scientific community. Initially, in this paper, the definitions and the characteristics of smart
cities will be analyzed and formulated according to numerous formulated surveys. After that we
will refer to the natural and man-made disasters that affect a city, and how we can minimize the
vulnerabilities of a city in order to be resilient and safe. Moreover, we will try to delineate some
of the key resilience strategies and actions that need to be implemented so that a city can adapt
and evolve to smart. The smart cities 'verticals' are diverse, including water, waste, energy,
transportation, finance, and payments, health, safety, and security, agriculture and more. Finally,
these critical factors must in service regardless of the pressures and emergency situations that
may arise.
Keywords: Smart City, Disasters, Vulnerability, Urban Resilience.
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THE ROLE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN CIVIL PROTECTION
NATURAL DISASTER MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT OF THE FORMER
MUNICIPALITY OF KEFALLONIA
Εleni Loukeri
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ABSTRACT
In the context of the general planning of Civil Protection and in terms of its responsibilities and
obligations to the citizens living within its limits of responsibility, the Municipality of Kefallonia
formed a management system by taking all necessary measures and actions to respond to
emergencies from any kind of natural disaster. The system included action plans, prevention
tasks, preparation drills, personnel organization, technology upgrading, enhancement of
stakeholder's coordination.
The implementation of the system indicated that it can provide a valuable tool for assisting
emergency decisions to local governments.
Keywords: civil protection, municipality, natural disaster, prevention, action plan, responce.
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